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LawrenceMemorial
Lectureshap States
Its Liberal Policy
For the past few years, the
Henry Wells Lawrence Memori~l
1ectureship has been under the ~l'
reeHon of the Lawrence con:m~t·
tee, consisting of Dr. Ma:Jone
Dilley. chairman,
the .MIsses
Mary Bulkley and Katherme Ludington, trustees, Miss E. Alverna
Burdick, Dr. Mary C. McKee, Dr.
Frank E. Morris, Miss Louise
potter, Dr. Hannah G. Roach, Dr.
Bessie B. Wessel, and three alumnae Rosamund
Beebe Cochran
'26 Kathryn Moss '24, and Barba~a Stott Tolman '35. Now, however, the administration
of this
lectureship is being transferred
to the history department,
which
will carry on the work the Lawrence committee began. As a.tormal notice of this change of administration, the committee has
submitted
the following
statement:
"The Lawrence committee
wishes to state the policy which
has been developed and used in
the planning
and administration of the Lawrence lectureship to the end that it shall not
only serve for the future as a
lasting memorial to Dr. Lawrence, but shall also- serve to
support
the liberal
tradition
which he represented
on the
campus in his life and teachings. The committee does not
consider that all its practices
are binding precedents, but its
policy must
be followed
to
maintain the purpose of the lectureship.
"From the beginning,
the
committee has been dominated
by the desire to emphasize for
See "Committee'-Page
4
I

Prized Butterfly
Collection Given
To Zoo Dept.
by Norma Johnson
Last week, the zoology departwas very honored to reo
ceive a beautiful collection of butterfties and moths.
It was presented to the college by the tarnily of George E. Nichols in his
memory, and will be called the
George E. Nichols Memorial col:
lection.
.
I
. Mr. NIChols, who was an eco 0gist, held for several years the
POSitionof chairman of the ~ota ~y department at Yale. Durtng
hIS lifetfma he wrote several important papers on the flora of.
Connecticut
AI'
UInnae
Daughters
Two daughters of Mr. Nichols
are alum-nae of CC. Marion, a
graduate of the class of 1932, is
~ow Mrs. H. Bradford
Arnold,
nd Grace, a member of the class
of 1934, is now Mrs .. Arnold D.
Rhodes .
Mounted COllection
The COllection is mounted in
apprOXimately seventy cases, and
each case contains several different specimens which were collected in Central America, Pana·
rna, South America the East In.dies, and Africa.
'
The entire collection was fully
l~belled and cataloged when it arrIved at the college. The family
also donated a sttm of money to
provide for the putting up of the
display
The 'zoology department
will
have the entire collection on dis'
Play next yea'r in New London
hall.
merit

New London,

Wig and Candle Wants
Record 01 Play Points
Wig and Candle would like
to get its point record for the
year up to date. Will all those
who were in any way connected with the competitive
plays, Street Corner, Dad's
Day show, or Senior melodrama hand in to Nancy
Noyes by Thursday noon the
record of what they did and
the number of rehearsals attended. There will be an initiation of new members -at
the party in Buck lodge, Friday, May 17.

Connecticut,
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Connectless College Visited
By Lifeless' Bloodless Bimbo
by Rita Hursh
Last year at this time Life
magazine
came to Connecticut
but the results were not v~y ravotable. Tonight another magazine arrived on campus for the
purpose of publicizing ce.
ow
it was Lifeless magazine and the
college was Connectless.
The
Senior Melodrama Wednesday
night made the unusual visit pes
sible and this time the clever

Seniors Will Hold
Vespers Outdoors
Sunday Afternoon
The annual outdoor senior vesper service will be held on Sunday afternoon, May 19, at 4:45 in
the outdoor theatre. The speaker,
according to tradition, will be a
member of the faculty chosen by
the senior class, and the three anthems to be sung by the choir are
choices of the senior members of
the choir. Traditionally, too, the
scripture lesson will be read by
the president of the senior ,class.
Another feature of this outdoor
service is the portion of the service set aside for the reading or
recitation of favorite religious nature poetry. This part of the service is open to all who care to enter into it. In case of inclement
weather, the service will be held
at the same hour in Harkness
chapel.
The speaker chosen by the sendor class to deliver the address at
the senior outdoor vesper service
on Sunday is Miss Rosemond
Tuve of the department of English.
The anthems chosen by the senior choir members are as follows:
o Mighty God, Our Lord by
Schutz and Lift Thine Eyes, and
How Lovely is Tny Dwelling
Place by Mendelssohn.

WALLY BLADES '47
_
ideas and excellent acting made
the results exceptionally
ravorable.
•
Aileen Moody was the author
of the masterpiece
and did a
grand job' of incorporating a subject close to the hearts of CC students into the traditional
melo
drama framework.
The production was under the able direction
of Janet Weiss and Mary Roemer.
Lifeless came to Connectless in
the person
of reporter-villain
Bloodless Bimbo and all who en-

erdi's Requiem Presented by
300 as Part 0if rJl
.L ercentenary
T7

,- l

by Rita Hursh
from the Yale School of Music,
. .
f G . the New York Philharmonic,
and
A stlrrm~ perfo~ance
0
ui- the NBC Symphbny orchestras.
seppe Verdi 5 Requiem ~ass was
Credit ror the excellent leadergiven last Wednesday nigbt, May
t
8'
PIer
auditorium as one of shlp of this large group goes 0
,In
a ~
ve .ts in New Lon. Mr. A. B. Lambdin, business man:'~'~~;:~:nt~n::'y
celebration. It ager here at the college and prest. d d a great presentation
dent of the New London Oratorio
~~ g!~e~ work and became a fit- society.
Under Mr. Lambdin's
orial to the citizens of superb direction soloists, chorus,
tmg mem
hr
and orchestra
blended magnifi·
the city who, during its ~
ee cently to give a well·balanced perhundred years ,have made . e suo lormance.
No one section overpreme sacrifice while servmg m shadowed another and close coorthe armed forces.
dination was noticed in the excelChorus and Soloists
lent timing of the entrances of soThe Requiem is an ambitious Joists and chorus. The latter may
d rtaking as it requires expert be ..commended for their fine dyun e t and a large chorus and namics, especially the pianissimo
lOlSs
so
orchestra. But, New London ~et phrases.
the demands well in asse~~lmg
Miss Knapp
over three hundred mUSICIans,
Of the soloists, Miss Knapp deand the result was an o.utstand- serves special mention. Not only
ing concert. The chorus mcluded does she possess an unusually
members of the New London Ora- \vide range and a rich and beautitorio society, sixteen ~inger~ of ful voice, but also her expression,
the Saint Bartholomew s chOlr o~ especially in the Liber Scriptus,
New York city, .seveyql Connectl· was superior.
cut college choIr. mem?ers, and
Verdi composed the Requiem in
singers from nel~hbormg
com· 1874 as a memorial to his friend,
munities. The SOIOlSf::S
were four the great Italian poet and novelyoung artists who WIll en:er thE; ist, Alessandro Manzoni. An in
Metropolitan next season. Ellen terestlng
aspect concerning
the
Osborn soprano; Eleanor Knapp, composition is the fact that the
me1Zo-~oprano; Ralph Lear, ~'
final portion, the Libera Me, had
or; and Edwin Steffe, bass.
e been written previously in memorchestra was composed of the
See "Requiem"-Page
5
New Haven Symphony, drawn

5c

per copy

Conn. College Day
Will Be a Part of
City Tercentenary
College Buildings Will
Be Open; Sports and
Music Events Planned

Friday, May 17, has been designated Connecticut College Day in
the city-wide celebration of New
London's Tercentenary
anniversary. Interested observers are invited to spend the afternoon visiting the college and enjoying a
program
of events
especially
planned to highlight
New London's history.
.
The college buudings,
Including dormitories, will be open to
visitors from 2:30 to 5:00. Student guides, composed of members of the junior class, will be
available at Palmer library to answer questions or accompany visitors on a tour of the campus.
CORINNE MANNING '47
There will be a special exhibit at
Palmer
library
of books and
newspapers printel in New Loncountered him were subsequently
ensnared in his evil trap. Even don and of books written by New
Important
hisDauntless Darling, the handsome London authors.
torical documents,
perhaps
the
hero ,and, of course, Cllnkeranne,
of which is Inthe pure in heart were perilously most interesting
unaware of Bimbo's. motives un- dian Chief Owaneco's deed to the
til the inevitable turning point. land that is now the arboretum,
will be on display. There will alBimbo's numerous entanglements
led to a complexity of plot which so be a showing of antique furin turn led to the hilarity of audi- niture from the George S. Palmer
ence. Taunting hisses and boos collection.
From 3:20 to 5:00, visitors may
See "Melodrama't-r-Page
5
observe students participating
in
various outdoor sports, including
soft ball, golf, archery, and tennis. A musical program at Harkness chapel from 5:00 to 5 :30 will
close C.C:s commemoration
of
the New London Tercentenary.

CCOC to Visit the
Yale Engineering,
Camp Sat., May 18

The Connecticut College Outing
club is planning a trip to the Yale
Engineering camp, near Lyme, on
Saturday,
May 18. About forty
girls will leave here in trucks at
noon of that day, accompanied by
Miss Ruth Wood of the gym department.
Many activities
are being
planned for the weekend, including baseball,
hiking, canoeing,
and, if the weather permits, swim
mingo The girls are also planning
to cook their meals out-of-doors.
Saturday evening there will be
square dancing, and it is hoped
that there will be someone present to call the dances. Saturday
night the girls will be housed in
lodges at the camp. They will return to college late Sunday afternoon.

------

lVlovies to be Show-n at
Aviation Club Meeting
This Thursday, May 16
The members of Connecticut's
newly-organized
Aviation
club
will meet in 106 Bill hall at 6:45
on Thursday, May 16. Two sound
movies will be shown: Gliding
Wings, which is about gliders,
and Flight Log, the story of aviation. Everyone interested is invited to attend.
-:.---.........-------

,
Summer Credits., Need
Approval of College

Students who plan to take
summer courses away from
Connecticut college for credit
toward the degree here must
secure approval
of such
courses in advance.
Blanks
for this purpose may be obtained in the Admissions office.
.

Barbara Morris '46
Presents Polished
Vocal Performance
by ShirJey Nicholson
A very delightful evening was
that spent at Barbara Morris' senior recital, presented on May 9
with the Connecticut college orchestra. The performer made. a
lovely appearance, sang with accomplishment
and showed
no
signs of nervousness.
The audio
ence immediately
felt that Barbara enjoyed singing for her listeners.
A relaxed
atmosphere,
which is not always encountered
even at the recitals of professional artists, was. created.
The program
was
balanced'
with care. Barbara began with
two serious
numbers,
Feldeinsamkeit by Johannes Brahms and
Zueignung
by Richard Strauss.
She followed
these
with
the
charming Us Etainent Trois Pe.
tits Chats Blanc by Henri Pierne
and Claude Debussy's very difficult Air de Lia from I'Emant
Prodigue.
The orchestra continued the reo
cital with the lilting Ballet Music
from Rosamunde by Franz Schubert. Its second offering was a
collection
of Rumanian
Folk
Dances by Bela Bartok, in wbich
the pleasing work of the flute
and the first violin was particularly notable. The orchestra concluded with the Finale from the
Symphony in D major by Wolfgang
Amadeus
Mozart,
which
was played well, although
perhaps not with quite the spirit
•which characterized the presentation of the work at the orchestra
concert some weeks ago.
The music of Barbara's second
see "Morrls"-Page 5
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Summer Jobs Arc Educational

AnEditorial--------As the remaining

days of classes tick off, it is

time to consider summer plans. The manpower
shortage

and high pay attracted

many

college

girls toward summer jobs during the war years,
and they found these summers interesting and
valuable. Educators and businessmen also found
this work valuable to them and advocate peace-

time summer

work experience for college stu-

dents.

Vacation jobs are an opportunity for discovering interests and abilities. A summer's trial in a
.field will bring to light its bad points at the same
time that it shows the student its good ones. When

all phases of the job have been experienced a student can better evaluate her choice of a career.
Summer work gives insight into the various
personalities with which one must work in later
jobs. The renowned peculiaritles of the boss and
other: employees become a reality. The college girl
can thus acquire tact and a method of handling
situations which arise in working positions.
Practical knowledge which can be employed in

later college courses is often obtained in summer
work, too. Theories of economics, education, and
sciences beeome meaningful when applied to everyday situations.
Practices obtained in work during the summers of college are ranked high by future employers, whether the job is the same or one of an entirely different type. Punctuality is demanded and
girls learn that they are not wanted on jobs if they
lack this habit. Responsibilities must also be accepted and fulfilled in the business world. Both of
these are learned to some extent in college, but
there is constant practice in the summer job.
There are many opportunities in summer jobs
this year. Excellent positions are available as
camp leaders and in vacancies caused by regular
employees leaving for vacations. Many are positions of responsibility and afford the student-worker good experience.
,
When considering the approaching vacation,
think of a summer job as possibility number one!
It's educational and interesting.
E.G.H.

I

Free Speeeh
Dear Editor,
The Masaryk institute has sent us 205 Ex Libres plates which were placed in the text books
which Connecticut college donated to Charles university in Prague, Czechoslovakia.
Many thanks
to Sally Lewis '48, Margie Reichgott '48, Ellen Amster '48, Cynthia Carey '49, am) the varjous house
representatives
for their cooperation.
This contribution is but one step in the right
direction. Let's continue in as many ways as possible to direct not only interest but material aid
toward
the goal of international
cooperation

among students.

COf11

Lois R. Johnson '47
Jean Whitman '47
To the Editor,
In order to eliminate any misunderstanding
regarding my letter in News last week, I would
like to emphasize that neither the . letter nor the
petition was authorized by Student-Faculty
Curriculum committee as a group.
Sincerely
Eleanor Roberts '48

pe:ti

+i ue.

Calendar
Thursda3T, May 16
Home Economics Club.
Aviation Club Meeting.
USSA Meeting.
.

.

,..

Friday, May 17
New London Tercentenary,
Wig and Candle Party.

British Loan Will Stimulate
World Trade and Prosperity
by Julia (looper
At this writing the three and
three-quarter
billion dollar credit
to Great Britain has received-Senate approbation after a month of
drawn-out
discussion
and haranguing which witnessed refusal
to attach a number of ill-advised
amendments,
including
Senator
McFarland's
proposal
to make
the loan conditional upon our obtaining permanent
civil aviation
rights to bases already leased
from Britain for a ninety-nine
year period.
Hearings on. the bill are ready
to begin in the House Banking
and Currency committee, but it
will probably be at least two or
three weeks before action will be
taken on the floor of the lower
chamber. During this time, Democratic leaders will try to rally
enough support to defeat soundIy the noticeable Republican opposition that has been brewing
for some time. Just what Inftuence Republican leadership in the
Senate will exert on the House is
not yet apparent.
Mr. Taft, who
is the leader of the Senate group
which condemned the loan, and a
master at manipulating statistics
filled his colleagues with warn:
tngs that Britain will be unable to
repay. As a substitute device, he
suggested a smaller direct gifta proposal which, needless to say,
would not be warmly received by
Congress.
A couriteractant
of
this stand was one staunch approval of the measure by Senator
Vandenberg, a Republican representative of anti-isolationism.
A loan at this time will enable
Great Britain to remove certain
restrictive trade practices which
she has been forced to adopt. Removal of restrictions is of critical
importance because Qf her strategic position in world trade. The
system under' which the United
Kingdom now operates has led to
the creation of .the sterling area
and the blocked sterling accounts.
This means that a great number
of countries trading with Great
Britain receive payments for the
goods they sell in poundS sterling,
which are not convertible into
dollars or any other currency
Therefore,
these countries
are
forced to do their purchasing

What do

YOU

Connecticut
.

Saturday, May 18
Movie: For Whom the Bell Tolls.
CCOC Trip to Lyme

?

5 :30, Buck Lodge
......................
6 :45, Bill 106
........ 6:45, New London 113
College Day
5 :30, Buck Lodge
... 7 :30, Auditorium

Sunday, May 19
...............4 :45, Arboretum
Outdoor Vespers .
Think
through Britain, since their credit
is worthless elsewhere. There are
Monday, May 20
by Betty Leslie and
advantages
in this system for
.................
4 :20, Chapel Library
Grace Lurton
Acheson Prize Exam"
both England and her trading
'I'uesday, May 21
partners
because of the buyingAcheson Prize Exam
_4 :.7.0, Chapel Library
selling relationship
that
has
What do you think of holding
Math Club Party..
5 :15, Buck Lodge
evolved. However, forward-thinkhouse Mores, considering the
Sophomore Class Meeting.
.
5 :15, Bill 1Q6
Ing people. are well aware that
facilities availa~le?
Music Department Recital
7:30, Holmes Hall
the disadvantages are more striking in the long run. One of the Jean Stannard '47: I think it's a
Joint AAUW-New London Alumna Chapter.
8 :00, Knowlton
wonderful
idea! It would be
best hopes for true international
fun to have some such activity
unity lies in the discontinuance
We(lnesday,
May
22
to attend
instead
of going
of trade restrictions
and in the
.
5 :00, Branford
Lost and Found.
downtown all the time. Grace
restoration of free world trade,
.......................
:.. 7:00, Commuters' Room
AA Coffee.
The successful carrying out of
Smith and East and Thames
would be the logical houses to
the lending programs of the U.S.
hold such dances and those llvan~ Canada will enable the Inter.
ing elsewhere
could also use
national Fund and the Interna"tional Bank, agreed on at the
these dorms.
monetary
conference at Bretton Gerrie Dana '49: I think that orWoods, to avoid being over
ganized house dances, like aftwhelmed by the unusual demands
Established 1916
ernoon tea dances, would be
which will undoubtedly confront
fun if included in the schedule
Published by the students of Connecticut College every Wednesday
them as soon as their operations
of big weekends. If the refreshthroughout the college year from September to June, except during mtd-yeare
vacations:
begin. It is hoped that a sizeable
ments
and decorations
were and Entered
as second-class matter August 5 1919, at the Post Omce at New
loan to Britain will permit the
well-planned
and
the whole London, Connecticut, under the act of March' 3, 1879.
bank and the fund to conserve
house helped to put the dance
their resources to meet the needs
over, the plan could be very
which will develop from year to
successful.
Member
year.
.
N.t1ou1 AdvertiliDc Senice, Inc.
Liz Hand '48: I think a plan for
Associated
Collegiate Pre••
Cell••• ':_,,,,"',
..",..,.., ...
Should the loan not receive full
house dances shows the definite
•• 0 MAD'_ONAv..
H.w YORK.H. Y.
Congressional
approval, the enIntercollegiate Press
need for a recreation
hall on
........
' .. no •. LOI A'"LU ~ .". PI"'.IeO
tire Intemajfonal
economic procampus. The recreation or livgram of the administration
will
ing rooms are too small for
be jeopardized, and the world at
good dances. For houses with
large would have valid right to
Editorial Staff
small living rooms like Vinal or
doubt all our loud protestations
.those 'in the soph quad, the plan
Editor-In-Chlef:
Sally Radoveky '47
'48
that we have rejected isolationwould be impossible.
Associate Editor: Anne Ferguson '47
l\Ianaglng Editor: Roberta Mackey
ism.
h~
Also, I don't care for the idea Senior Editor: . Ellen Hasson '47
Feature Editor: RIta ncrs
_ The loan should not be advobecause it causes too much seg.
,M'News Editor: Iris Herbits '48
Exchange Editor: Gloria Rea
cated
as. a subtle
m~ans
or
regation
and clique-ishness
strengthemng
a potential
ally
PresIdent's Reporter: Edith Manasevit '49
among the various houses. It
~gain~t Russia (as some people, I would be better to have dances DepaFent
~ilitors: Art Editor: Jane Cope '47; Sports Editor: Sally
head 49; MUSICEditor: Shirley Nicholson '48.
including a few venerable United
that include people from other
States senators, are inclined to
BeV0rte~: Helene Su~zer '48, Jean Hemmerly '47, Bettsey McKey ',47.R&~~
houses and classes.
Me tzer 49, Clare WIllard '49 Betty Leslie '49 Norma Johnson 49, MarY
believe), It is receiving, and jusLurton '4,9, Marjorie Byck '49, Janice Braley' '49, Carol Jaffa '49, s '48,
Jean
Gregory
'48:
House
parties?
See uLoan"-Page
4
Meagher 19.{ Naomi Gaberman '49 Jan Coakley '49, Margaret Reynoidworth
That's a wonderful idea! We've ;rna Dube 4~, Fr~nnie 900per '48. Carolyn Blocker '48 Margaret Farns
often talked about the possibil- 49, Julia Cooper 47, ElIzabeth Leith-Ross '48 M Patricia Dole '48.
Art Sta.ft: Jean Abernathy '47,
Jean
stan~ar~"47 . , Joan somerbY '47.
ity and even
decided
that
.
.
Connecticut College
Thames
living
room
would
make an ideal dance floor, comBusiness Staff
Radio Programs
plete with fireplace.
Such
Business Manager: Vera Jezek '47
~er
dances would
help develop
1490 kc
~~s~ess Sta.1f:Su~ Studner '171 Lucy Keating '48, KItty Wile '47, JenlanBUUer
needed house spirit.
'49' Nary Benton 49 ;;elma weiner '49, Ann Shellabarger '49, Con e
Bette Davis '47: House dances are
, anna Gabianelll 49, Zelda Stol1tzky '47. .'
.
a good 'idea, especially if some
A~vertlsing Managers: MarIe HIckey '47, Barbara otis '47
'47,
Wednesday, May 15, 7 :30 p.rn.
extra effort. and planning
is Advertising Staff: Ginny GIesen '48 JennIfer Judge '49' Betty Ba"b, '47.
Frances O'NeIl '49, Laura Allen '49, 'Nancy Yeager '47, Marna seams
shown. If some entertainment
Professor Leslie Beebe; depart·
during the. dance, or if a buffet
Circulation Managers: Dorothy Dismukes '47 Edith Lechner '47 ..
m~nt of economics. Across My
,
11s '
supper, or some similar extra ~u~tIon
Economic Desk: e"conom'ic devel·
St~: Jane Sapinsley '47, Patrlcla RobInson ~47,DorothYJfi~on '49,
rwtg
attraction
were added, they
opments in Eastern Connecticut,
K~t~n,~~~a.;:al'o~r~g0p'
'48\ Mary Lou.Coleman '4~. C~rgla
ae
'49, Charlotte 'MCCorkinaal~f}4~ard 49, MInette q-old~m1th 49,
would be lots of fun.
the nation, and tlj1e world.
.
.
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Baseball,
Banquet, Variety
Show Highlight Dad's Visit
bY &hoda Meltzer
The twelfth
annual
Father's
day at CC was held on Saturday,
MaY 11. Out-ai-town licenses, cigar smoke, and shouts of "Close
your doors, my father's coming
upstairs" were the obvious signs
that 266 fathers had occupied the
cc environs.
From 8 to 12 on Saturday
morning, the dads (and mothers
too) visited
classes and contr-ibuted to the class discussions.
It
was gratifying for the daughters
to hear their parents voice their
opinions, and equally gratifying
for the parents-judging
from
the beaming faces-to
see and
hear their daughters
in active
participation in the class work.
At 12:30, an informal reception
was held for the fathers at Prestdent Blunt's home, after which
the daughters brought their dads
to the door of Thames hall, where
the dads had their luncheon and
smoker-discussion.
Following the
meal, President Blunt, Dean Burdick, and Mr. William
Cope,
chairman of the Dad's committee,
made brief addresses.
President
Blunt reviewed
the history
of
Father's day at CC, stating that
the tradition first started In 1935
with an attendance of 71 fathers
and had grown to this year's attendance of 266 dads. Dean Burdick spoke to the dads on the direction of their daughters' educa
tion, and Mr.
Cope
b r ie f l y
thanked the assemblage for their
attendance
at the Father's
day
ceremonies. During a question pe.
riod following the speeches the
problems of possible attendance
of G·I's at CC next year and also
the necessity for the numerous
requirements
in the curriculum
were discussed. "
L
h
nne eon
At about 3:30, volley ball and
baseball games were held on the
south campus, and dads, faculty,
and daughters
alike participated
with great enthusiasm.
Af t e r
their strenuous exercise, most of
the fathers
went to the snack
See "Father-sv-e-Page 5

Effective Reading
Of Poetry Closes
Successful Series
by Grace Lurton
The final poetry reading of the
year was presented on Thursday,
May 9, at 5:15 in room 202, Palmer auditorium. The reading was
preceded by a brief but enlightening discussion of contemporary
poetry given by Priscilla Wright
'46, an English major.
She explained the ·nature of the problems faced by serious con tempo·
ra.Ty artists who question the validIty of present-day
civilization.
Examples of contemporary
paetry were read by Jean Black '48
and Sara
Best
'46.
Priscilla
Wright previewed each reading
by an explanation
of the poet's
motives. The first reading, that
of ~he -second poem in T. S. Eliot's
senes of Four Quartets, was delivered by Jean Black. This selection, entitled East Coker, points·
the .way toward_"ascetic
dispossesslOn or ignorance."

by Rita HuJ'sh
Father's day came to a spectacular close Saturday
night with
the, variety show in Palmer auditor~um. Alter having taken an
active part in the earlier events
o~ the day, the dads were able to
SIt back while their daughters
saluted them in words and music.
From the first to the final curtain
the show overflowed with CC talent ranging from the Schwlffs
and their songs to Betty Anderson and her baton twirling. The
sparkling informality with which
the acts were presented fitted in
excellently with the gay holiday
mood.
. Su~ Studner '47 was the guid
mg light behind the production
and under her skillful direction
the various
ideas volunteered
were united under the theme
of father-daughter
relationships.
For the occasion this theme was
given a comedy build-up and as a
result both fathers and daughters
received their share of ribbing as
well as praise.
V
t'l'ty
ersa I 1
M~.Leslie Beebe from the eco.n?mICS department
and
Rita
Singer took over the roles of narrators. Mr. Beebe proved to be
most versatile, singing and dancing as well as doing an excellent
job of acting. In a series of flash
backs, the father's and daughter's
experie.nce~ of previous
years
were hilariously presented by the
numerous students.
. ~a~jon Walker '49 as the child
violinist
who played valiantly
while her parents backstage discussed her questionable
talent,
and Pat McNutt '47 and Corinne
Manning '47 in the boy-calling-ongirl scene were the most amusing
of the various acts. In the professional line,
the Sc hwi ff s ,
dressed in outrageous costumes,
presented some of their most popular songs in their inimitable
style. Two of the songs were
cleverly represented in silhouette
pantomime.
Original Interpretation
Janice Somach did an original
and brilliant interpretation
of a
college student imbued with liberalism. Standing on a soap box,
she sang the praises of the system to the tune of I Can't Say
No.
Frannid Cooper '48 began the
finale with a parody on I Wanna
Get Married, this time to a guy
like dad. This was followed by a
grand entrance upon the stage by
the fathers of the cast, and the
show ended with a rousing For
He's a Jolly Good Fellow.

Buck Lodge to be Scene
Of Picnics and Parties
For Different CC Clubs

V;rious college clubs will wind
up their season activities within
the next few days by having their
concluding meetings and parties
in Buck lodge. The Home Economics club will have its party on
Friday, May 16, in Buck lodge at
5 :30, and Wig and Candle will
have its party in Buck lodge at
the same hour on May 17. On
May 21, the Math club will have
its Buck lodge party at 5 :15.
Wig and Candle requests that
Lewis and Shapiro
all those who are planning to atSara Best read two poems, the tend the party, sign up in Fanfirst of which was C. Day Lewis' ning on the bulletin board.
De~icatory Stanzas, For a TranslatIOn of the Georgics. Here the
poet describes the situation
of
Two Songs Rendered
poets and poetry during the war.
By Choir at Vespers
The second selection was Karl
Shapiro's penetrating
DemobilizaAt vespers
Sunday
evetion. This poem treats poignantlY
ning, May 12, the co~ege
the conflicts in the minds of men
choir sang two selectIOns,
released from the armed forces.
Prayer from Boris Goudonoff
Both readers
interpreted
the
by Moussorgsky,
and The
Poems with intelligence and feelLord is My Shepherd
by
ing, bringing the series of readFranz Schubert.
ings to an appropriate
close. The
Professor Quimby'S organ
succeSSion of poetry readings has
prelude was Intermede
by
been so well received this year
Ropartz. and his postlude was
that the drama
department
is
Trumpet Tune by PurcelL
hopefUl that next y.ear may bring
a series of play readings.
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Movie for Ma)' 18 Was
Chosen in Campus Poll
For Whom the Bell Tolls
will be shown on campus
next Saturday night at 7:30.
This movie was the second
choice in the all campus poll
to decide what picture should
be brought to college. The
first choice, Rebecca. could
not be obtained.
The admission is 25 cents.

Poverty of Europe
Is U. S. Liability
Claims Dr. Steere
The misery, poverty, and destitution in the countries of northern Europe
were discussed in
vespers last Sunday night by Dr.
Douglas V. Steere, who has witnessed
the tragic
situation
abroad.
Dr. Steere said that America
today is faced with the problem
of feeding the hungry, attending
the needy, and assuming the "unlimited liability." Filth, sickness,
and poverty are the results or
this almost complete devastation.
There is a serious lack of hospitals and clinics; medical transport service is practically non-existent; and shelter is nearly impossible to secure, he went on.
'I't'frough this shadow of misery
and wretchedness, Dr. Steere continued, one occasionally catches a
faint glimpse of hope. The soul
of these people has not yet been
obliterated,
he said, and their
spirit provides "the substance out
of which the new might come."
Upon his return
to America,
Dr. Steere was confronted with
See "Steere't-r-Page
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Of Cabbages and Things
b)' Bettsey ~lcKey '47

Do you know what color the
door of the chapel is? Or the design on the elining room plates in
your dorm? Or-it
could go on
and on but the underlying question. even in such quiz-kid sticklers as "What side of a penny is
the head of Lincoln on?", is generally this: do you notice the lit·
Ue things which are usually ignored but which, in reality, are
obvious once you get in the habit
of noticing them? This query can
be applied to everything-from
the proverbial soup to nuts, from
the notices on bulletin boards to
the subtle changes
in your
friends'
moods-in
short. to a
number
of seemingly
inconsequential things which can afford
you pleasure as wen as contribute some of the same to others
through your awareness of them.
Extra Perception
It isn't difficult to cultivate
such a habit, and needless to say
this all-encompassing
approach
need not be confined to things
like chapel doors, though that example, commonly called example
ad absurdum, is important in that
it serves to focus attention to the
fact that you probably haven't
noticed such things frequently.
But just what is the real value at
this extra-perception-this
mental and visual keeping-on-yourtoes? It functions, as has been
intimated, in two ways: you yourself gain keen enjoyment
from
noticing things in the soup-tonuts manner, be they Jezebel's
new hairdo or the fact that Suzie
Jazz-fiend was humming Brahms.
You relish the appreciation which

is forthcoming
when such things
are noticed. and the other person
enjoys your interest
and comments, too. Take, for example,
the case of Sadie Gulch, who has
waged a losing battle all year to
attempt
to correlate
dates and
events in a history course-s-suddenly one day, in a discussion,
she discovers
that
dates
and
events are rolling .fluently trom
her hitherto tongue-tied tongue.
She most certainly will appreciate having this noticed and cornmented on. That's one kind at reward for your discerning eye. Or
perhaps you've gazed at the same
campus vista for three years and
never
really
noticed
that the
striking
contrast
of forsythia
against
the gray stone of the
building "does things" to your
aesthetic soul if only you really
look at it. That's another type of
reward-and
there
are many.
many more.
In short, though this doctrine
seems to contradict, the old adage
about not seeing the woods for
the trees, in a lot of cases the
"woods" become far more interesting if you know what some of
the "trees" look like too.

Or.Hausman Spoke
At Meeting of the
Ornithology Club

Airminded CC Students Find
Flying Ideal Spring Sport
by Roberta Mackey
When a distracted creature is
seen wandering
about the earn
pus with at least one anxious eye
always on the sky, it is no longer
safe to assume that she is a prospective rsun-bather,
for she might
well be one of Connecticut's flying
enthusiasts.
These are the same
people who go about talking im
presstvely
of ceilings and visibility and Pipers and Steermans,
much to the envy of their earth
bound friends.
One of the most exciting and
spectacular of post-war activities,
most of the flying by college stu
dents is done at Waterford
air·
port, which is about two miles
from here. Conveniently, the girls
have only to call the field when
they want to .fly, and they will be
driven to the field and home
again after the lesson by Mr. Cor·
ser, the head of, the airport. For
a minimum of eight hours an instructor must accompany the be·
ginning student, initiating her in·
to the mysteries of landing, tak·
ing off, spins, rolls, and turns.
The big moment finally comes
when she may solo, for at last she
is completely on her own.
Five in Ground School
Five of the girls take groundschool courses here at college.
They have studied the fundamentals of navigation
and aero·dynamics and are working now on
meteorology.
Hard but fascinating, the courses are valuable in
shortening
the time required to
become an expert flier.
A flying club has been organ·
ized on campus for all those in·
terested
in airplanes,
whether
they actually
.fly or not. The
meetings
generally
feature
a
speaker or movies related to fly'
ing. Everyone is invited. and the
girls who go enjoy it and feel
that they are well rewarded.
Frances Sharp '48 is president
of the .flying club. She received
her first training in a sea-plane,
which she considers more inter·

esting because it is more ccmplicated. At Waterford this fall she
got her land rating
(a process
known to experts as "checking
out"), and now she is taking every opportunity
to work for her
private pilot's license. As soon as
she has ten hours on that she will
fly cross-country,
the first time
with an instructor.
Girls' Exper-iences
Eleanor Roberts '48 is another
person well on her way to being
an expert flier. Elly had never
been in a plane before this fall,
but she thinkS now that it is the
only way to get around. Elly has
experienced
no dangerous
mo~
ments but she says that just being up in the air is exciting
enough.
Shirley Bodie '47 laugs over
her first flight, which was in a
Steerman, an open-cockpit plane.
In anticipation
of a cold and
windy ride she wore all the approved flying equipment, includ·
ing sheepskin
clothes and gog·
gles, and found it had made her.
so heavy that she had to be
pushed into the plane. The ride
was well worth it though, for the
ex·Navy pilot who took her up
did all sorts of stunt flyingloops, rolls, and "divebombing"
the field, and Shirley found it
much more fun than any roller
coaster.
Nancy
ayes '47 remembers
the time when she was up in a
Steerman and they met a Navy
See uFliers"-Page 5
f

Coffee Invitations
Will be Posted Soon
Students who have participated in spring sports should
watch the bulletin boards in
the gym, for invitations
to
AA's spring coffee will be
posted there soon. probably
on Friday.

"Migration,
the return
to ancestral breeding grounds periodically, is applicable to the entire
animal kingdom," stated Dr. Leon
Hausman in his lecture on bird
migration,
last Friday
evening.
Bird migration cannot be considered as an entirely separate field,
for once one becomes a naturalist, all phases of nature must be
considered.
Dr. Hausman
prefaced his talk with a short resume of some of the more interesting animal migrations.
He Illustrated his examples with beautiful color slides.
Continuing
his
lecture,
Dr.
Hausman stated that' in a?y given
area one may find six distinct
types of birds: permanent
residents, winter visitors, spring and
fall transients,
breeding species
or summer
residents,
summer
visitants, and irregular visitants.
Individual
species
have
been
known to follow the same paths
of migration
for millions
of
years, Dr. Hausman concluded.
A question period was held in
the Commuters'
room following
the lecture.

Library Committee
Will Have Meeting
The Student Library
comrnit~
tee will meet in the libraF-Y staff
room at 5 :15 on May 16 to discuss
plans for the continuation of this
group's work next fall. The questions under discussion
will in·
clude the advisability of continuing this committee as well as the
house librarian
group, and the
possibility of keeping the same
girls on the committee
to commence work early next fall without waiting for appointment
of
the group
by student
governmen t as has formerly been the
custom_
f

.

Lost and Found Auction
Will be Held on May 22
In Branford Basement
A Lost and Found auction will
be held on Wednesday, May 22 at
5:00 p.m. in Branford basement.
All those who wish to claim ar·
ticles must do so before the auction. or else bUy the goods back.
For all those who wish to claim
their articles 'before they are sold,
Lost and Found will be open on
Tuesday, May 21 at 5:15. The
money raised at the sale will be
used for relief.
f
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325 STATE STREET

tifiably so, substantial b-:,cking because it will help speed, in at least

-

one nation, the transition from a
wartime to a peacetime economy.
The same holds true regarding
loan to any country-France,

a

A
C. C. Girl's
Best Friend

Russia, China, or any other. As

we

long as
are the only. country
in a position to extend this sorely
needed aid we have a moral obligation to 'dig a little deeper iJ?to
pockets in order to provide

lour
sustenance
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Spencer Studio

,

(Continued from Page Two)

ALETTA WENTWORTH '47
Spanish club members will listen to short
wave broadcasts·
by Rhoda Meltzer
from Latin American and Spanish stations on Thursday evening,
May 16 from 7 to 8 p.m. in PalLooking up at the third floor, plans to take a secretarial course
mer auditorium.
Refreshments
will be served after the meeting right corner window of Jane Ad- in Dutch and then work with the
dams, one may see a perky little American embassy in Holland,
in room 202 of the auditorium.
tulip rising triumphantly
from a where her knowledge of botn
proud coke bottle on the window- English and Dutch will be a great
sill. Yes, that's Aletta Wentholt's asset.
FLOWERS
Aletta's official job on. the th.ird
window. The tulip is especially
Bouquets and Corsages
appropriate
because Holland is floor of Jane Addams IS waking
UP.her slumbering neighbors. Up
Fellm.an & Clark
Aletta's homeland.
Probably one of the most wide- bright and early every day, she
Florists
ly traveled of CC students, Aletta takes on the responsible job of
168 State St., New London
was born in England and spent "bugler," a very indispensible oc~hen
e ig h t o'clock
two years there, four years in cupation
:.;:.::.::.::-::-::-;:.;:.::-::.::.::.::-::-::-:::.:::.:: ..::.;:-::-::.::-: France, and eight years in Cali- classes are Involved.
..~J~tta's favorite. hobbies are
fornia. She is now living in Upb
s u n b a t h i n g , and, of
per Montclair, New Jersey. While kmttmg,
d
u at school in England and France, course, traveling. If you see a
wrapper
she spent all hex: vacations with stray tinfoil cigarette
~
~ her family in Holland and can floating across Jane Addams' sun
for
ij speak Dutch fluently. Aletta had deck, it's from Aletta's reflector!
::
~ an English nurse during her In the future she hopes to travel
1:1
Sing and Graduation 1·1
years in Europe and so has lost through Europe and then return
to the United States to see all the
u
all trace of her Dutch accent.
::
::
A 'sociology
major,
Aletta things she's missed.
gained extra credit at CC summer
_
;:1 school for two years and will
.,t
State. Street
.,t graduate this June with the class
::
:: of '46.
(Contlnued from "Page One)
::!:.::-::.::-::.::.::.::.::.::-:::.:::-::::::-::.::-::.::.::-::-::.::.::~
Aletta plans to return to Holland after graduation to join her ---------,----~--parents.
Her older sister, who
Connecticut
college the spirit
For Drug Store Needs will graduate this June from which Dr. Lawrence repreSkidmore, and her' younger sis- sented. The college is now comter, now in junior high school in mitted to this purpose in the
Elizabeth Arden
this country,
will keep Aletta
Lentheric - Yardley's
votes of the faculty and trusDorothy Grey - Max Factor
company on her trip home. She tees accepting the committ~e's
Cosmetics'
resolution 'that the lectureship
be administered
by the PresiThe
Program of Harpsichord dent and the department of history with the object of fosterNichols & Harris Co. Music to be Presented
ing the spirit which Dr. Law119 State St.
May 19 by Martha Alter rence represented on campus
for twenty years.' Funds have
A porgr-am of 18th century muPhone 3857
been contributed to support the
plan 'to bring to the campus
~============~ISiC
be performed
the opening will
of the
tercentenary at exhibit
of
annually a scholar in the broad
~
the Lyman Allyn museum
on
field of history who will preOtto Aimetti
, ~,~~o~~ ~~~~~oilt~Ira~f 1;hea~e~ sent his subject in the spirit of
the liberal' tradition to which
partment of music will play the
Ladies' and Gentlemen's
Dr. Lawrence was devoted.'
John
Challis harpsichord
purTailor
"We have tried to define this
chased
by. Connecticut
college
liberal tradition. We have said
Specializing in
and friends last summer. Among
that Dr. Lawrence was its ernLadies' Tailor-made Dresses
her selections will be Le Coucou
bodiment,
and we have deCoats and Suits
by Claude Daquin, The Harmoni
scribed him as quiet, unassumMade to Order
ous Blacksmith by Handel, and
ing, unselfish, genuine, generthtee pieces from George WashFur Remodeling a Specialty
ous, loyal, friendly, conscienington's day. Helen Crumrine '48,
tious, exacting,
and compasOver Kresge's 25c Store
I flutist, will be soloist in a Handel
sionate. We have also said that
86 State Street
sonata and Sarah Nichols '46, so:
he was 'the embodiment of an
Phone 7395
_
,I pranc, will sing a Mozart aria ideal, the ideal of the liberal
~;~~~~~~~~~~~~~
and Beneath a Weeping Willow's
free mind, the mind 'independShade
by Francis
Hopkinson,
ent and courageous.'
And we
dedicated to George Washington.
have said 'there
is a certain
Hughie Devlin's
quiet sincerity,
indicating
growth beyond the level of selfMarjorie Allen to Talk
Ringside Restaurant
seeking and competitive ambi169 Bank Street
On AFSC Summer Plans tion, a genuineness that comes
NOW SERVING
Marjorie
Allen will speak in from years of loyalty to nigher
than personal aims, a generoschapel Thursday for the AmeriChnrcoal Broiled
can Friends Service committee on ity of interest in ideas and in
their summer projects, which in- other people.' These qualities
• Steaks
.
characterized
Dr. Lawrence,
clude work camps, peace cara• Chops
and we think of them as the
vans,
and
the
Student
Federalist
• Chicken
movement.
She will be here all marks made by liberalism on
LOBSTER AND SEA FOOD
day for conferences
with stuan individuaL It is these qualiOF ALL KINDS
ties and this result we wish to
dents.
commemorate and to commend
to Connecticut college in the
lectureship.
It has been established to honor a man recogTENNIS RACKETS
TENNIS PRESSES
nized by the college as the em65c -each
$5.25 to $16.50
bodiment
of a fundamental
TENNIS BALLS
ATHLETIC SOCKS
value of our democratic socicall of 3 $1.50
55c and 75c
ety. It ought to create an atmosphere
for a consideration
by this small community of its
understanding
and practice of
the principles of liberal democracy. Concern must always be
The Old Fashion Up-to-Date Hardware Store
felt and effort expended
to
C. REID HUDGINS, "President and General Manager
make sure that no speaker
shall ever appear on the lecCor. Stale and N. Bank
Phone 5361
tureship who might deny the
'ideal of the liberal free mind.'
Therefore,
the President
and
the members of the department
of history must attempt each
year to make the entire college
Establ1shed 1852
community aware of the occa·
,-<
sion and its meaning,"
New London, Connecticut
The Lawrence Committee

,.."
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to' a suffering world.

In a sense this represents an
acid test. We now have an opportunity to prove that we are willing to sacrifice our own sel~sh interests when it is a question of
extending material support in an
effort to corrie a step closer to
true international
cooperation.

Piano Recital Will be
Presented by Studeuts
May 21 at Holmes Hall
A student piano recital will be
given at Helmes hall on May 21
at 7 :30. The program will include: Sonata in 13 flat (Allegro)
by Mozart performed by Mary
Jane Coons '48; Canzonetta by
Rontani and Nebbie by Respighi
sung
by Na n cy Noyes
'47;
Brahms'
Rhapsody
by Shirley
Nicholson '48; Ein Schwan by
Grieg and Pastorale by Stravinsky sung by Bette Davis '47; Lo,
Hear the Gentle Lark by Blshop
offered by Laurie Ann Turner
'48 and Helen Crumrine '48; Bagatelle, Op. 126, No. 5 by Beethoven played by Jeanne Harold "47;
Ariette (from "Zemire et Azor")
by Gretry and Le Temps des Lilas
by Chausson presented by Enid
Williford '48; Rhapsody in B minor by Brahms performed by Jean
Templeton '48; Oh, had I Jubal's
Lyre (from "Joshua")
by Hanqel, Air de l'enfant by Ravel,
C'est l'extase langoureuse by Debussy, sung by Doris Lane '47;
and
Dchnanyi's
Rhapsody
by
Judy Kuhn '49.
Accompanists
will be Marian
Stern '48 and Rita Hursh '48.

Starr Bros.
Drug Store

Make

Kaplan Luggage Shop
'Your
Gift Headquarters
Agents for Mark Cross
•
•
•

Gloves
Handbags
Small Leather Goods

See our variety of laundry
cases for mailing

Perry & Stone
Jewelers Since 1865
STATIONERY - LEATHER GOODS
KOVELTIES

\Vatch and Jewelry Repair
State Street

fr

The G. M. Williams Co.

National Bank of Commerce
,

Ask for
Special Check Book for College Students
I

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.

Turner's Flower Shop
Incorporated
27 Main

St_, New London

Specialize in
Corsages - Fall Decorations

Danny Doyle's
Restaurant

YOUR REQUIRED

91·101 N. Bank Street
NEW LONDON

Steaks
Chops -.

REEDING •.•

Chicken
Roast Beef

Finest in New London

hy Miss Seventeen

•

J
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James Wong, Mgr.

Chinese and American
Cooking

Basic to a reed-slim you ...Power
Mira¢/e. the waist-whittling
wonder mesh that controls with
a ccress ... obbrevlotes bulges.
Bi-directional streIch makes it
supple as, your skin, yet oh so
curve-convincing! In panties.
and girdles. At better stores-IS.

The Eating Place of
Pleasant Memory

EVEnTEEn

14 Main St., New Lond,on
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Silver
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Lamps
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L. LEWIS & COMPANY
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Acheson Prize Exams to
Be Given May 20 and 21
Knowledge of Bible

Melodrama
<CeaUnued from Pace One)

GYMANGL~S

PapFlv8
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Please Patronlze Our Advertl!len

The Acheson Prize examlnaand screams of delight were the
inevitable result of the unravel- nons, open to the student body,
will be given on the altemoons of
ing of the hero-heroine-villain
YELLOW CAB
May 2p and 'lay 21 at 4 :20_ The
problem.
PBONEU21
As have most of ce's melodra- examination on May 20 will test
mas, this years
abounded with a knowledge ot !he books 01 IsaThe finals tor the all-college Softball
strange characters.
All the sen- iah and Jeremiah from the Old
- ...
tournament
will take place
On May 16 th
- t ~"-nis
M
16 t 4-20
th €I scheduled t
e rumors are iors played the parts so well that Testament. The
ew Testament
rsday
ay
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.
on
I
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,
All t d
0 P ay
elf SISters
will be on May 21, 17"
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1MI
h
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ents
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the
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t
6
45
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t h th
en, a
:
p.m. The
Blood- covering the books 01 Hebrews
welcome to. co~e an wa c
e following
evening
the juniors best. The aforementioned
The
Union
Bank
&
Trusl
less Bimbo was played by Harriet and Revelations. Prizes will be
wonderful again take t th Iield agamst
the
match , for_ It WIll be a doe
Co. of ew London, Conn.
Kuhn. A curling mustache and given to the two best contestants
ortumty
to
see
a
emonstrasophomores
WId.i
the
J
opp
fin
- t
f
•
n ng up
e In- an occasional
of
each
examination.
aside
served
to
Trust
and Commercla1 Depta.
h
f
tion .of some 0 t e
er pam s 0 terclass baseball competiti IOn.
make her very convincing and
lIS! YEA.B8 OF SEBVl(m
tennIS.
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.
The spring A.A coffee is May
The intercollegIate
telegraphic 23 and the list of those invited she received the boos to which
eedarchery tournament
WIll be r':ln will be listed on the bulletin her role entitled her. Nat
ham did a very good job as Cllnoff fro~ May. 18 to 25. Detal,ls board in the gym this Friday
(Continued
from Pace Three)
concernIng this tournament
w~ll The following evening the A A' keranne, the sweet and innocent
heroine.
Her
false
teeth
added
be paste? on the gym bulletI.n banquet,
the highlight
of the
much to her characterization.
The plane. Her Instructor said he had
• The Modern CQrletry
bOard ~1S week. Anyone who ~syear, will take place.
role of the hero, Lt. (j.g,) Daunt- always claimed that the Steer
not taklllg archery may enter If
248 Slate Street
less (Mother's)
Darling,
was man could out·manoeuver
any
she gets in touch with Jane SaNew London, Conn.
played
with
appropriate
mascuNavy plane and proceeded
to
pinsley '47 or Miss Wood Irnmediline vanity by Ditto Grimes. Scar- prove his point in a mock dogVassarette Girdles - Formflt
ately.
face
Luce,
the
editor
who
was
the
(Continued from Pace One)
fight. Nancy describes the expeFlexees
- Holywood Bras cause of all the misery, was in rience of spinning
toward the
Vanity Fair Llnger1e - Seam·
the capable hands of Gloria AI- earth' as similar to looking at a
prute Slips - Kaymore Robes
ory of Rossini. Because of its prln.
huge revolving
wall map. She
Tommles' Pajamas Joan
highly religious theme much cri
It was the college girls, though. has flown in both passenger and
Kenley Blouses - Suits
tfclsm was leveled against it, fol- who really took the prizes in private planes and much prefers
Skirts - Sweaters
lowing its early presentations.
characterization.
Joan Crawford
the latter, for she says it is just
The militant and thoroughly secu- did a spectacular job as Phi Bet· like changing from a truck to a
lar music in some sections was ty, the bespectacled,
mushbicycle.
considered unfitting for perform
mouthed student. Nancy F'aulkThe main drawback
to the
ance in the church. These sec- ner as Dizzy, the black-hooded
Varsity
whole
program
is
the
expense,
tions, however, are some of the pessimist, nearly brought down
for
the
cost
of
lessons
and
fiying
highlights of the composi tion, the house when she opened her
time is still very high. Many
SInce they are extremely stirring obituary
paper.
Comrade Olga
and add interesting
contrasts to was also present, represented
by girls. however, refused to let that
from
stand in their way, and most of
the funereal sections. The contro- Louise Murphy and her soap box.
them
have
found
jobs
on
campus.
versy has long since died down The parts of Mabel and Pin-up,
Elly Roberts had the unique idea
and today the work remains as a wi th the characteristic
f1.owered
of supplying 'Sandwiches to the
masterpiece of sincerity, for the coiffure and gaudy jewelry. were
Prompt Delivery
people in Winthrop and neighborRequiem is above all an expres- played cleverly by Chips Wilson
ing houses, and by being on the
104 State Street
and Gloria Frost. Joan Jacobson
sion of Verdi's religious faith.
spot at that horrible hour when
The Requiem is essentially a was excellent as Sultry D'amour,
Phones 5800 and 5960
hunger pangs begin to clutch at
prayer for peace, a hymn of hope Clinkeranne's slinky roommate.
One ot the highllghts ot the one she made a very considerable ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
for all mankind.
Around this
came in the Epilogue income. The bread shortage, untheme, Verdi has composed music program
fortunately.
forced her to go out
of such sublime beauty that no when the printed magazine was
of business.
listener can fail to be stirred. exhibited. While the students at
Everyone who flies seems to be
There are many moving phrases the side of the stage turned the
enthralled
by. it, and
in this work, only a few of which pages, Professors Burdick, Tuve, completely
128 State Street
all are staunch converts
to air
and Warner
can be noted here. One of these Cross, Quimby,
travel.
There
should
be
quite
a
moments occurs at the beginning posed as the candid shots taken
Featuring •..
future in it for some of them too,
when the words, "Requiem, requi- by Lifeless,
CongratuJations
to the two jun- for it does seem that the air age
em, requiem aeternam" are murCampus
Casuals
mured by the chorus against soft ior members of the cast who will is here to stay.
in our sportswear dept.
_
orchestral
accompaniment.
But act as producer and stage manag-]
soon the quiet music gives way to er for next year's Melodrama.
EXCLUSrvE
\VlTH us
Manning
and
Nancy
loud and angry chords in the cry, Corinne
SHAGGY
"Dies irae!", This cry is a motit Blades, respectively.
(Continued
from Page Three)
SHETLAND SWEATERS
which is repeated twice again in
the oratorio, a cry of fear for the
angry day of judgment.
selfishness and egocentricity,
and
The prayer returns in all its
the contrast with Europe, he said, -;
(C(lntinucd (rom rll~e One)
quiet beauty in the lovely Agnus
is obvious. The people of Europe
Meet at ...
Dei sung by the soprano, mezzo·
are barely existing,
while the
soprano, and chorus. The final
people of Amffica are concerned
measures of the Libera Me, the group was marked by a light, airy with how SOon they wiiI be able to
last section of the Requiem, con. quality. She began with a pleas: obtain new cars and new refrig·
For Real Italian Spagheui
sist of a chant asking for deliver- antly appropriate song 01 spring,
erators.
and Ravioli
ance from death, sung by the so- We'll to the Woods by Ch.arles
Our egocentricity.
he said, will
prano followed by two almost in- Grilles. The next selectio.n,. The ultimately make of us a degenerBffiTHDAY CAKES
audible phrases
of Libera Me Tre~s ~hey ~row So High by ate nation-a
nation which will
sung by the chorus, This moment Ben]a.mm .Brltten,
was perhaps eventually
ON REQUEST
destroy
itself.
This
is perhaps the most moving in) ~he smger s ~06t popular offer- could and should be America's
the entire work. After previous mg. The d~mcmg words and tum: great moment, Dr. Steere said~
52 Truman Slreel
prayers for all mankind, the ora- ma~e an mstant ap~eal to the the chance for America to minisPhone 5801S
torio ends simply and beautifully
audience.
In the thIrd .number.
ter to the rest of the world,
with a poignant plea for personal the sto~y of. The MermaJ,den and
deliverance.
the Pnnce ~ ~he Castle by t.he
Sea by BenJamm Loveland, Miss
THE WORLD'S MOST HOHORED WATCH
Morris' grandfather.
was equally
by Sally Whitehead

I

Fliers

Victoria Shoppe

Requiem
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Flowers
Fisher's

The Style Shop

Steere

~============~

Morris

Dante's

1

Regal Fur Shop
Remodeling.

Relining,

enchanting_

Repairing
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STORAGE'

JustT<ed
for Lip Appeal
Steal the show

with

The Season',

RIGHT Red •• your color foeu.1
rUst Red is so rightit's the cn7y shade
offered in the lustrous Roger &

_________

ROGER & GALLET
'~rfum,. Dry P,rfum, • lip Ad, • roil,t Soap

Phone

6749
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TO FLY

:':

completed

s:

to the Lord), a solo cantata fOI
~oprano and orchestra,
by Diet-

,i:,i

rich Buxtehude,

and with

the

able assistance of the orchestra,
f: Barbara Morris brought her sen(t ior recit al to a truly stirring
:.t
fin:.t ale .

t-::)
•
".:' Get a plot
·1' s Iicense i-i

I:!
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*
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~etlip.tick.On the lip., ito be.uty f:
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Barbara

this part of the program
with
Wind by Theodore Chanler.
The strength and intensity at
the performer's
voice lent itsel1
fully to the final portion of the
evening. Singet dem Hernn (Sing

::t

M

.:'
~
l-l
ft

for as little as

$76
•
Transportation
from

H
"~
~
M

to and

college free

•

Waterford
Air por t
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Fathers
«('(lntlnued

~ shop

from

to refresh

ra~e Three)
themselves,

and
of
that institution
was temporarily
':' transformed to one of pin-stripes.
~
Father's day was brought to an
entertaining
close by the variety
# show held at 9:15 in Palmer audio
torium.
The dads left CC wellsatisfied, and all are eagerly look·
i:l ing forward to future Father's
U Day celebrations.

Grand Prizes, 28 Gold Medals
and mare honars far accuracy
than any ather timepiece,

ARRANGE YOUR PARTIES
at the

:.: the usual blue-jean atmosphere

M

i·i
l-l

~

LIGHTHOUSE INN
Private dining room for hanquets
with the best food in the nicest
NEWLY
New London

DECORA.TED

4331

COCKTA.lL

and parties
aamosphere
WllNGE
Rooms

CONNECTICVT
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Caught on Campus
Last weekend was a busy one Now that Doug is discharged he's
for three CC girls whose engage- working in Hartford. Their plans:
ments were announced within the an autumn wedding.

• •

past few days. First on the list is
•
Deane Austin '46. Fred SilverGrace Frank '48 will graduate
man, an ex-lieutenant in the Sig
nal Corps,
the lucky man. from her college career into a

is

Deane and Fred have made no traveling one when she marries

definite wedding plans because John J. Knox. Ecuador and ParFred is on his way back to N. Y. is, as well as the United States,
U. to complete his course in elec- will serve as hat-hanging residences for the couple because of
trical engineering.
John's work. Grace's engagement
•
to the former OSS sergeant was
The second engaged couple is announced
over the weekend.
Sue Hunt '47 and Doug Howard, John is now at the Syracuse ColThe official announcement
won't lege of Forestry and since educabe made until June but the ring tion comes first the marriage will
is already on Sue's finger. Sue not take place until '49.
met Doug in her freshman year
•
•
while Doug was in the Navy.
"There must be a hole in my
racket," the age-old excuse given
by tennis
players
who
have
missed a shot probably was never
completely understood until last
week. Beverly Opper '48 in the
middle of a fast game had just
swung for the ball when-whoops
Wednesday
-she missed. "Must be a hole in
my racket," she explained casually, when to her surprise and to
THE VIRGINIAN
the rest of the players' amuse'
and
ment, inspection
revealed
that
there really was a hole in the viPEOPLE ARE FUNNY
tal implement.

• •

•

• • •

W~ER

GARDE

15th - 18th
ZIEGFIELD FOLLIES
OF 1946
191h -

21st

ROBERT DONAT in

VACATION FROM
MARRIAGE
and

LE'ITER

FOR EVIE

As proof that .. anything
can
happen here, this little story is
offered for consumption.
Bobbie
Tompkins,
another
sophomore,
was burning the proverbial
oil
until the wee hours one morning,
when she realized that her roommate, a light sleeper, would probably be awakened
by Bobbie's
stumblings 'in the dark. So the
considerate
student
decided to
solve the problem by sleeping-c.
of all places-in
the bathtub. The
next morning the rest of the girls
found her there
slumbering
peacefully.

The end of the world almost
came last week, at least the
Blackstone
inmates thought
so.
At about four o'clock in the
morning, a shrill noise, issuing'
Superb Fur Fashions
from 'the power house, pierced
Always in Stock
the air. Suddenly doors slammed,
feet pattered, heads popped out
of windows, and, to be specific,
confusion
reigned.
Finally
the
mysterious
sound disappeared
• Skillful Repairing
and the house settled down again
after an intellectual bystander of• Expert Remodeling
fered the information that it was
E
86 STATE STREET
, only a safety valve letting off
One Flight Up
Phone 2-4907 , steam.
11'..

8""Mi~h';;i';~""F~;'~""f
CERTIFIED.
COLD STORAGE
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SKIPPERS' DOCK, NOANK. CONN.

* '" *

,.,.., ·..·· ·..·..·.. 8

New England's Famous·

SHORE DINNER

WHARF

To understand why New England. is world famous for its Shore Dinners
simply visit and enjoy an old-fashioned Shore Dinner at Skippers' Dock
-8 miles East of New London. A typical "Down East" fishing village
where nationally known Gormets say "You'll find the best food on the
Atlantic coast amidst a marvelous atmosphere of sea romance."

SUMMER IS SHORT - GLAMORIZE
YOUR FEW SUMMER AFTERNOONS

~\'l"e~
\ot
'l'l'l

G\)\O\\~e.,;,;

'((

Our "Mermaid Deck" way out' over the water, 150 yards from shore,
offers a delightfully beautiful and an unusually quaint, scenic and romantic setting for your club, tea, bridge, birthday or cocktail party-daily
from 12 noon to 5. Plan your summer social activities for afternoons on
the "Mermaid Deck." Your every wish will be executed with dispatch,
efficiency and courtesy.
1

WE SUGGEST
Hors D'Oeuvres, Dessert and Coffee or Clam Bisque, Cubed Assorted Sandwiches ap.d Coffee or a Glorified Buffet Luncheon-all
differently delicious,
EARLY RESERVATIONS ARE ADVISABLE
"DINNER AND DANCE MUSIC -

,

DANCIN~ IN 11IE MOONLIGHT

Distinguished Clientele

SKIPPERS'
NOANK,

DOCK

CONN.

OPEN 'MEMORIAL DAY

Fill -..:

"WARDROIE TRICKS", WriII!lIdJ I ..... Inc., IIept C, 1375 8'.." II. Y. II

P,S.-Skippers'
Dock at New London, our winter home, remains open
until about 20th May. Watch for advertised closing date.
,

•

